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ABSTRACT

Current techniques for removal of varnish (lacquer) and other organic protective coatings from paintings involve contact with the surface. This contact can remove pigment, or alter the shape and location of paint on the canvas surface. A thermal energy atomic oxygen plasma, developed to simulate the space environment in low Earth orbit, easily removes these organic materials. Uniform removal of organic protective coatings from the surfaces of paintings is accomplished through chemical reaction. Atomic oxygen will not react with oxides so that most paint pigments will not be affected by the reaction. For paintings containing organic pigments, the exposure can be carefully timed so that the removal stops just short of the pigment. Color samples of Alizarin Crimson, Sap Green, and Zinc White coated with Damar lacquer were exposed to atomic oxygen. The lacquer was easily removed from all of the samples. Additionally, no noticeable change in appearance was observed after the lacquer was reapplied. The same observations were made on a painted canvas test sample obtained from the Cleveland Museum of Art. Scanning electron microscope photographs showed a slight microscopic texturing of the vehicle after exposure. However, there was no removal or disturbance of the paint pigment on the surface. It appears that noncontact cleaning using atomic oxygen may provide a viable alternative to other cleaning techniques. It is especially attractive in cases where the organic protective surface cannot be acceptably or safely removed by conventional techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Varnishes are considered to be the most vulnerable portions of oil and tempera paintings which date to before the mid-nineteenth century 1. As the varnish ages, it tends to yellow and crack which affects the general appearance of the painting. Restoration typically involves removal of the varnish with the use of organic solvents 1. These solvents, however, may cause swelling or leaching of the paint layers 2. Immersion and/or swabbing during solvent cleaning may also cause pigment movement or removal through mechanical contact. In addition, some varnishes such as polyurethane cannot be safely removed using a solvent 3. Therefore, there is a need for a noncontact varnish removal technique which can remove many different types of organic varnishes. Atomic oxygen has been shown to chemically react with organic coatings such as polyurethane, acrylic, and other lacquers. In the reaction, the coating is converted to mostly carbon monoxide and water vapor which are pumped away by the vacuum system 4. Many facilities currently exist for producing atomic oxygen. They usually expose samples to a beam of atoms at very low energies or surround the surface with a plasma 5. The exposure is typically performed in a vacuum chamber with pressures ranging from 100 to 10^{-3} millitorr depending on the technique used. It is a dry process, so there is no risk of leaching or swelling. In addition, the atomic oxygen reaction is confined to the surface with little effect on the paint or underlying canvas. This paper explores the use of atomic oxygen for organic protective coating removal.
Measurements of the lacquer loss and changes in the appearance or gloss (reflectance) of the painting were used to determine the effectiveness of the technique.

PROCEDURE

Color Samples

Three paint colors (Alizarin Crimson (Winsor & Newton #1, Linseed Oil vehicle with 1:2 Dihydroxyanthraquinone Lake pigment), Sap Green (Winsor & Newton #37, Linseed Oil vehicle with Ferrous beta naphthol complex - Tartrazine lake pigment), and Zinc White (Winsor & Newton #45, Safflower Oil vehicle with Zinc Oxide pigment)) were selected for application to the test coupons. This selection was based on their sensitivity to fading during conventional cleaning and the potential for color change during atomic oxygen cleaning. The paints were applied to thin 2.2 cm square glass slides using a soft artist's brush. A single color was applied to each slide for optical and mass change analysis. The painted slides were allowed to dry and age in a furnace kept at 37 °C for approximately fifteen days. Damar Varnish (Grumbacher) was then applied over the samples in two thin coats using an artist's brush. The lacquer was allowed to dry between applications. Lacquer coated paint samples were returned to the furnace for further drying until the surface no longer felt tacky to the touch. Some atomic oxygen cleaned paint coupons were recoated with lacquer and allowed to dry in the same manner for comparison testing.

Painting Samples

A sample test painting of unknown origin was generously supplied by the Cleveland Museum of Art. The painting had been half coated with acrylic varnish and one quarter coated with Damar varnish. The remaining portion of the painting had been previously cleaned down to the painted surface. For exposure and analysis, the painting was cut with a band saw to 2.54 cm square coupons so that several could be exposed in the test chamber at the same time. Paint composition on the surface was unknown.

Exposure Testing

Exposure of the painted coupons was performed in a commercial radio frequency plasma chamber (SPI Plasma Prep II). The chamber size was approximately 10.5 cm in diameter by 15 cm long. This facility was operated using air as the plasma source gas. Inside the pyrex vacuum chamber, the samples were surrounded by a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen atoms, ions, and molecules. The oxygen atoms and ions in the thermal energy plasma chemically react with the surface and remove any organic present. The pressure in the chamber during exposure was approximately 100 millitorr. The masonite backing of the painting sample coupons was protected from the plasma by a glass backing plate. The color samples were already on glass slides and needed no further protection.
Analysis

A Perkin-Elmer Lambda-9 UV-VIS-NIR Spectrophotometer was used to observe the change in gloss (reflectance) of the color sample surfaces. Reflectance was measured as a function of wavelength from the ultraviolet to the near infrared. Measurements were made after painting, lacquer application, atomic oxygen cleaning, and reapplication of the lacquer following atomic oxygen cleaning.

Mass of the color samples was measured before and at intervals during exposure using a Sartorius balance. These measurements were made to detect a change in the rate of mass loss. This information may provide an insight into types of techniques that may be used for monitoring of lacquer loss and end point determination.

All unexposed and exposed samples were visually examined using a Cambridge 200 scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a JOEL 840 SEM. A thin film coating of gold was applied to the surface to prevent charging of the surface during viewing. Photos were examined for changes in surface appearance and for detachment of the paint pigment from the surface.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 contains the results of the mass change observed for lacquer coated color samples exposed to atomic oxygen. The data shows that there is a slowing of the mass loss rate once the lacquer has been removed. This slowing is more readily observed for the inorganic zinc oxide...
paint (white) than for the organic paints (red and green). This is expected because the zinc oxide will not react with atomic oxygen and will act as a shielding layer to the vehicle underneath.

Scanning electron photomicrographs of the surfaces revealed no apparent additional cracking or shrinking of the surface during cleaning. It was important to establish that damage does not occur due to vaporization of some of the volatile components of the paint which occurs during vacuum exposure. Figures 2a-2d contain SEM image comparisons of a painting sample with no lacquer (unexposed), with Damar lacquer, and with Damar lacquer plus exposure in the atomic oxygen plasma. The atomic oxygen cleaned sample shows a fine texturing of the vehicle, but the paint pigment and particles present in the original remain on the surface. Low magnification SEM photos of the cleaned and original surfaces overall look very similar. The color samples, and the acrylic coated painting coupons also had the same appearance. On all of the samples tested, the brush strokes, canvas and pigment particles were undisturbed by the atomic oxygen cleaning.

Figure 2. SEM photos of painting coupons a). with no lacquer; b). with Damar lacquer; c). with Damar lacquer exposed to an atomic oxygen plasma of $4.06 \times 10^{20}$ atoms/cm$^2$; and d). a magnified view of c.
Reflectance data from each of the color samples shows that there is a slight increase in reflectance of the surface upon lacquer application. Reflectance data is contained in Figures 3-4. After cleaning with atomic oxygen, the total reflectance increases due to increased diffuse light scattering from the exposed pigment particles. The surface visually appears more matte. After lacquer reapplication, the reflectance again recovers to very close to its original value. Visually the samples appear the same as the lacquered sample before cleaning. This is encouraging for cleaning of painting surfaces which are to be relacquered. If the painting is not to be relacquered, an alternate technique should be used. Surface texturing after atomic oxygen cleaning makes the

Figure 3. Reflectance of Sap Green color sample at various stages during cleaning and restoration.

Figure 4. Reflectance of Alizarin Crimson color sample at various stages during cleaning and restoration.
colors appear faded because of the increased diffuse reflectance. Reapplication of lacquer fills in where the binder was removed and restores the surface to its original appearance.

Atomic oxygen cleaning is a process which can be scaled to fit the size of most paintings. Multiple plasma sources or rastering of the painting under a single plasma source can be used to accommodate large works of art. The main limitation on the process is the size of the vacuum chamber which must be at least as large as the painting to be treated.

CONCLUSIONS

Atomic oxygen treatment of paintings appears to provide an effective removal technique. All types of organic protective coatings can be removed from a variety of paint types. Organic pigments are subject to oxidation, but the exposure can be timed either visually or by changes in the mass removal rate. In this manner, the plasma can be turned off before too much of the pigment is removed. SEM photos show that the vehicle microscopically roughens during exposure which changes the reflectance of the sample. This reflectance change appears as a dulling of the surface due to increased light scattering. Reflectance can be recovered upon application of a fresh lacquer layer. This makes the technique attractive for paintings which need to be cleaned and relacquered. Other than roughening of the vehicle, the process appears not to damage the painting in any way. This process may provide a viable alternative to other cleaning techniques. It is especially attractive for cases in which the organic protective surface cannot be acceptably or safely removed by conventional techniques.
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